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Abstract: This paper discusses three different ways of applying the single-objective binary genetic algorithm 
into designing the wind farm. The introduction of different applications is through altering the binary encoding 
methods in GA codes. The first encoding method is the traditional one with fixed wind turbine positions. The 
second involves varying the initial positions from  results of the first method, and it is achieved by using binary 
digits to represent the coordination of wind turbine on X or Y axis. The third is the mixing of the first encoding 
method with another one, which is by adding four more binary digits to represent one of the unavailable plots. 
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate how the single-objective binary algorithm can be applied and how the 
wind turbines are distributed under various conditions with best fitness. The main emphasis of discussion is 
focused on the scenario of wind direction varying from 0° to 45°. Results show that choosing the appropriate 
position of wind turbines is more significant than choosing the wind turbine numbers, considering that the 
former has a bigger influence on the whole farm fitness than the latter. And the farm has best performance of 
fitness values, farm efficiency, and total power with the direction between 20° to 30°. 
1. Introduction 
As the wind energy exploitation is more and more popular in the globe, a lot of researchers put emphasis on 
studying the wind turbine(s) performance to improve the efficiency of transforming wind energy to electrical 
power. In most of wind energy development cases, a number of wind turbines are staggered positioning in a 
wind farm to improve the utilization rate of wind power, and satisfy the requirements of local electrical power. 
However, the wind farm with a cluster of wind turbines brings the problem of wake effects, which not only 
jeopardize the operation of rotors, affect the life expectancy of turbines, but decreases the turbine power 
production. After a wind turbine extracts the energy from wind, the coming wind with residual kinetic energy 
passed through wind turbine rotor to be called downstream wind. As the velocity of downstream wind drops, the 
volume expands, leaving a cone shape wake behind the rotor [1]. When another wind turbine locates within the 
cone wake of the turbine, the upcoming wind energy is less compared with the free wind. According to rotor 
aerodynamic characteristics, the energy output of downstream wind turbine will decline along with the 
decreasing upcoming wind velocity. As the number of wind turbines keeps increasing, the average energy 
output will decrease, affecting the whole economy of the wind farm. Hence designing the wind farm by 
positioning a reasonable number of wind turbines with the best placement in a given wind farm is extremely 
crucial for developing the wind energy project. 
Genetic algorithm is among the most widely used methods in optimizing problem, including non-derivative 
and discrete-point equations. Since GA originated with a binary representation of variable by solving the 
complex equations, so the binary genetic algorithm (BGA) is more frequently seen in solving optimization 
problems [2], including the wind farm design problem, compared with the continuous genetic algorithm. The 
first literature which tried to solve the wind farm layout problem also used BGA, which was addressed by 
Mosetti et al. [3]. They introduced a novel way to apply the GA to solve the wind turbine layout problem, and 
chose a simple wind farm cost model to demonstrate the effectiveness of the GA in optimizing the wind turbine 
position. Then Grady et al. [4] follow the same setting and get an even more optimized results by modifying the 
GA calculation parameters. After that, quite a lot of researchers devote themselves to optimizing the wind farm 
layout by different kinds of algorithms [5-7]. Nevertheless, GA is still the option applied in most of the 
literatures because of its superiority of flexibility in dealing with various problems. After reviewing the previous 
literatures on applying the GA in optimizing wind farm layout, the shortage of previous work are listed as 
follows:  
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1. Most of them only focused on three cases, i.e., unidirectional wind with constant speed, uniformly 
distributed directional with constant speed and a real-site wind scenario, lacking the common quality and the 
generalization. 
2. The number of wind turbines is confirmed by the fitness value with fixed wind turbine positions, without 
other supplementary factors or solutions taken into account to determine the exact wind turbine numbers. 
3. The positions of wind turbines are simply located in the center of a square grid, without any adjustment of 
relocation in further step. 
2. Wind Farm Models 
In this section, several models including the wind wake model, wind turbine power output model, cost of wind 
farm, and the binary genetic algorithm encoding model are introduced. 
2.1 Wake Model 
Jensen model are most widely applied to solve the wind farm problems [3, 4, 8, 9]. Because of its accuracy and 
exceptional simplicity compared with other wake models, such as distributed roughness element model, field 
model and CFD model, Jensen model is more practical to be embedded into computation program. With some 
modification and extension based on the original model, the derived wake model is known as PARK model, 
which is implemented in most wind farm design [10]. 
After the upcoming wind passes through the rotor plane with decreasing wind velocity, it will form a cone 
shape wake behind the turbine with higher turbulent airflow. Within this cone wake, the wind speed intensity 
decreases with increasing distance to the upwind turbine plane. The detailed velocities in the wake and cone 
diameters can be calculated according to several formulas (as seen in [11]). They are as shown in Appendix 1 
for different single wake scenarios and different multiple wake scenarios. 
2.2 Wind Turbine Power and Wind Farm Cost Model 
Given consistency and comparability of current study with the previous research, this paper chooses exactly the 
same wind turbine with the same power characteristic, as utilized in the first wind farm layout paper [3]. 
Moreover, to mention that this specific turbine type has already been regarded as the benchmark turbine model 
in the study of wind farm layout, even though different type of wind turbines with various characteristics may 
exhibit different wind farm results. The velocity magnitudes of cut in, rated and cut out speed are 2.3 m/s, 12.8 
m/s and 18 m/s, respectively. Since this paper focuses on studying the range between cut in and rated wind 
speed, power Pi of the wind turbine i within this interval in kW is give as following equations [12], which is 
only the function of upcoming wind velocity vi: 
                                                                           30.3i ip v                                                                               (2.1) 
As for the cost model, one of the research topics among the existing literatures is to alter the fitness function 
to satisfy the demand in a real wind farm design, which mainly includes the wind farm cost function and energy 
function. In this paper, the traditional wind turbine cost model is applied, taken into consideration of mainly two 
factors. One is that the primary goal is to fully study the different approaches of implementing the binary 
evolutionary algorithm to design the wind farm. So the complexity of cost function and its influences on wind 
turbine positioning results is out of our concern here. The other consideration is the facts that even the most 
sophisticated cost function wouldn't be able to guarantee to meet all requirements, for each wind farm design in 
all situations. Above all, we only consider the basic wind turbine costs, omitting other necessary component 
costs, labor costs, maintenance costs etc., during the whole life span of wind farm operation. The cost of entire 
wind farm with N wind turbines is defined as below: 
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Hence, the optimizing objective function cost of energy (COE) is given as follows [12-15]. 
Minimize:                                     COE = cost/total energy production 
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2.4 Binary Encoding  
For the binary algorithm simulation used in designing the wind farm layout, basically, the compiling code 
mainly consists of binary encoding, objective function coding, algorithm coding. Among which, the encoding 
process is the most important part of the chain since it determines how binary bytes represent in solving the 
wind farm problem. The entire computation codes and results would be different with various encoding 
technique [15, 16]. 
One of commonly used means is to divide the wind farm into certain amount of squares, and use binary 
number '1' and '0' to denote there is or  no wind turbine on that specific square grid. Based on the thumbnail 
requirement of the wind turbine interval space on wind and cross-wind direction, the dimension of the grid is 
fixed (in most cases, the length and width of grid is equal). However, there are two obvious weaknesses for this 
kind of encoding. One is that the potential positions of wind turbines are only restrained to be at the central point 
of the square grids. Though the central positioning can be adjusted easily in the coding, e.g., located at the point 
of 1/3, 1/4 or other values on X and Y axis, the potential location is still stationary. Another weakness is the 
application scope of this kind encoding method. Since the real essence of wind farm design is to quantify the 
wake effects for different wind turbines, the quantitative relation based on the binary results of wind turbine 
position is vital during the computation process, for irregular geometric shape of wind farm, it is impossible to 
determine the distance of different wind turbines only according to the binary representation of wind farm. So it 
has shape limits of applying to design wind farm. Nevertheless, one of the exclusive strengths of this encoding 
method is the capability of the optimum turbine number determination. With this kind of encoding method, the 
wind turbine number with the best fitness can be found, and it may vary under different scenarios.  
Another encoding method which has been the basic technique for computer science is to convert the binary 
number into corresponding equivalent decimal number. Though this method is a very fundamental and 
traditional, few researchers have applied this kind of encoding method into designing wind farm. Obviously, the 
binary number can be used to represent the coordination of individual wind turbine in X and Y axis directions 
for 2-dimensional wind farm design (or coordination in X, Y and Z axis directions for 3-dimensional wind farm 
shape). During the encoding process, the only variable is to determine how many bits to use in the binary string 
representing the discretized grid spacing, e.g., it could be 5 digits, or 8 digits, the length of one byte, or even 
more. And for a two dimensional wind farm with 30 wind turbines, the whole corresponding digits to represent 
each wind turbine position would be 300 and 480, respectively. For this kind of encoding technique, there exist 
the pros and cons as well. The weakness is the number of wind turbine to be located should be fixed prior to the 
code compilation. In this case, the optimum number in a given wind farm must be a known number, or if the 
optimum number range is determined, the binary digits can be adjusted according to the fixed turbine number 
among the range. There are several strengths for this method, one of which is the continuous potential wind 
turbine position and the other is the feasibility to be applied for complex wind farm shape. For the former, 
precision of the turbine coordination encoding is as following formula [17] 
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in which, pb means the precision length of the binary representing, rf means the coordination range of the 
wind turbine, and d means the digits of binary coordination representation for the wind turbine. In this paper, 
since the previous encoding variable numbers are 100, considering the consistency of variable numbers, we 
chose 3 digits to represent the coordination. And the coordination range is 200 m. So the precision is 28.2714 m 
which is less than the wind turbine diameter. 
For the other encoding technique, this situation is considered that the whole wind farm is divided into several 
different plots and it's owned by different landowners. So for wind farm project developers, the decision should 
be made by them that identify which land plots are most influential to affect the whole wind farm objectives, 
and this is the background of this study [18]. In this paper, only the scenario of one unavailable land plot is 
considered and the same technique can be extended to other conditions. A ten by ten wind farm is evenly 
divided into four areas and so each area is five by five sub-plots. Firstly, a four digits binary string is applied to 
represent which plot area is unavailable and that area would not be considered to place wind turbines. Then the 
same encoding method is applied to use 100-digit binary string representing whether or not there is wind turbine 
in the square. So this is a mixed binary encoding and there are 104 digits in total for one individual solution. 
3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Performance of GA Computation with Different Parameters 
In this paper, the wind farm of 2000 × 2000 m2 dimensions is divided into 10D × 10D (D refers to wind turbine 
diameter) with 100 square grids, and at the central point of each grid is the potential wind turbine position. Wind 
turbine characteristics is the same as in the literature [3, 4]. 
Before discussing the result of wind farm layout, it is worthwhile to study the effectiveness of binary GA 
calculation with various GA parameters. By selecting the appropriate values of population, crossover fraction 
and mutation fraction, the computation process would be much more efficient and time-saving. And all the data 
in this portion are based on the scenario with 12 m/s wind speed and 0° wind direction. 
Figure 3.1 shows the wind farm fitness value under the population size of 10 to 200. The selection of 
population size is highly dependent on the variable numbers, according to the stochastic characteristics of GA 
properties. For the current optimizing problem with 100 variables, it is obvious that the whole fitness value 
increases dramatically with declining population size when the value is below 40, which is almost half of the 
variable number. As the size is beyond 100, the same as variable number, the fitness doesn't have much evident 
improvement. Even though the larger population size isn't helpful to find more minimal values according to the 
data from this figure, it does have influence to save iterations to get possible global minima. For a larger 
population size, the stochastic algorithm is able to search the solution pool more thoroughly, with a bigger 
chance to obtain better solution and less possibility to be stuck at the local minimum. 
 
Figure 3.1 Best and mean fitness value variations with different population sizes 
However, as the population goes up, the spent time for calculating single iteration will rise as well. Figure 3.2 
indicates the computation time under varying sizes in Matlab code or C++ code. Also the time efficiency of C++ 
code with GNU compiler and Intel compiler are compared. These statistics are obtained either on the desktop 
with 8 core i7-3770 CPU and 16G memories, or on the HPC with 2 core and 5G memories. For Malab 
computation, the total time reaches up to 1200 seconds, while the C++ with GNU compiler only takes around 
300 seconds. Moreover, the whole processing time for Intel compiler is surprisingly less than 10 seconds, which 
saves more than a hundred fold time compared with Matlab. This tremendous time-saving advantage is 
extremely crucial for stochastic algorithm, like GA, to have greatest chance to find the global minima rather 
than a local one, because the searching space will enlarged through increasing the number of iterations. It takes 
only one hour for a simple case to evolve 1 million generations by implementing the C++ computation with 
ICC. So results of the next two portions are all calculated under ICC with one million generations. 
As for the crossover and mutation operations, both processes are essential to GA. Crossover enables the 
algorithm to extract the best genes from different individuals and recombine them into potentially superior 
children. Mutation adds to the diversity of a population and thereby increases the likelihood that the algorithm 
will generate individuals with better fitness values. Crossover without mutation will soon be stuck at local 
minima since there is no new gene in the searched solutions, and all the individuals tend to converge to be the 
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same, with no diversity in search space. While mutation without crossover will create totally random genes with 
large diversity, it is highly randomized and don't have any guarantee to converge to a global minimal or even 
local minimal solution, because the improved genes for next generation are never combined with the genes of 
the best individual from previous generation. So it is determined that the population size, crossover fraction and 
mutation fraction of GA in this paper will be 100, 0.8, and 0.01, respective. 
 
Figure 3.2 Consuming time based on the different computation platforms or compilers 
 
Figure 3.3 Best and mean fitness value variations with different crossover fraction values 
To mention that all the previous data are all based on the first 4000 generations of computation. The reason 
for choosing in this way is that it  can lead to a big change of fitness values only within the initial  few hundred 
of generations, as indicated in Figure 3.5. After that point, the fitness has a small improvement, and it is not 
distinctive to discover the effectiveness of varying GA parameters on the final results. It can be seen that the 
best and mean fitness value have little fluctuations after the beginning stage. It is quite a different case for the 
worst fitness, that it always has very large variations from one generation to another even after the first few 
hundred iterations. From the perspective of stochastic search properties, the large worst variations mean it has 
very distinctive individuals in one generation, which will be beneficial to escape from the local minima and is 
favorable to find a global optimum solution. 
 
Figure 3.4 Best and mean fitness value variations with different mutation fraction values 
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 Figure 3.5 Best and worst, and mean fitness value variations with evolving generations 
3.2 Wind Farm Performance with Varying Wind 
In the previous research studying the relationship between the wind farm layout and wind scenario, usually three 
conditions are considered including fixed speed with fixed wind direction at 0°, fixed speed with 0° to 360° 
uniformly distributed wind directions and one selected real wind condition. In this paper, the main focus is to 
study the influence of different wind directions on wind farm layout, so only single wind direction scenario is 
considered. Moreover, since the whole wind farm is symmetrical along the diagonal line of square, only wind 
direction scenarios from 0° to 45° are selected in this study and the result of other directions from 45° to 360° 
can be extended according to the symmetric relationship of the geometry. 
As can be seen from Figure 3.6, when wind comes from direction at 0°, it has the least turbine turbines with 
30 (also can be seen in [3, 4]). The average power trend, which is also the efficiency trend according to the 
definition of wind farm efficiency, gradually goes down along with increasing wind directions from up to 5°. 
After the degree exceeds the cone angle α (refer to Figure 3.12 in Appendix 1), the efficiency declines 
dramatically with increased wind turbine number. From this wind direction point on, the efficiency and turbine 
number in the wind farm both increase in general. At some directions, the best wind turbine numbers are 
uniform like 15° and 20°, or 25° and 30°. The highest wind farm efficiency appears at around 20 degree. After 
this point, the efficiency gradually goes down.  
 
Figure 3.6 Average wind power production and turbine numbers under varying wind direction  
Figure 3.7 shows the fitness variation along with the wind direction. The general fitness tendency is just 
opposite to the wind farm efficiency. As the wind direction surpasses α, the rest of the turbines in the same row 
will not be located in the wake of the upstream one. As a result of different wind farm layout, it has a distinct 
increase in the wind farm fitness. And the fitness continues to decrease gradually after that, until it gets to be the 
least at the wind direction from 20° to 30°. It is worth mentioning that when the wind direction is less than 
around 20°, the whole wind turbine positioning is staggered. And as it has got the minimal fitness values, the 
turbines are aligned with the row direction for 20° and it aligns with the column direction for 25° and 30°. When 
the wind degree continues to increase, the fitness exhibits the tendency of increasing as well and begins to 
decrease after it reaches the point of 40°. At the wind direction of square diagonal, the whole layout is quite 
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symmetrical distributed around the perimeter, with several others presenting ladder-like distribution in central 
zone. 
 
Figure 3.7 Fitness values and layout distributions under various wind direction 
For the fitness of different wind speed magnitudes, it has the similar variation behavior, as indicated in Table 
3.1. The highest fitness point may slight differ from that of 12 m/s, which is at 7° for 6 m/s, 8 m/s and 10 m/s. 
All of them decrease to be the least fitness values between 20° to 30°. And as the wind speed goes down, the 
fitness increases to a relatively large extent compared with the influence of wind directions. 
Table 3.1 Fitness variations with different wind speed 
                 Fitness 
 
Wind direction      
            4 m/s                            6 m/s                           8 m/s                          10 m/s 
0 0.041724 0.012363 0.005216 0.00267 
5 0.042121 0.012478 0.005288 0.002708 
6 0.042307 0.012535 0.005213 0.002669 
7 0.041713 0.012365 0.005265 0.002696 
10 0.038864 0.011556 0.004879 0.002708 
15 0.037351 0.011058 0.004678 0.002669 
20 0.036515 0.010786 0.004567 0.002489 
25 0.036522 0.010821 0.004565 0.002388 
30 0.036677 0.010868 0.004582 0.00233 
35 0.037723 0.011245 0.004711 0.002348 
40 0.038544 0.011402 0.00482 0.002349 
45 0.038125 0.011296 0.004768 0.002415 
 
3.3 Improved Results with Relocated Wind Turbine Position 
Figure 3.8 indicates the wind turbine number variations for optimized wind farm layout as the fitness 
decreasing. This is based on the 12 m/s and 0° scenario. It shows that for the first few fitness values, it has a 
much larger reduction as the x coordination increases. Also it has relatively bigger upper deviation of turbine 
number, which means the genes of generations from the beginning have large diversity and the upper deviation 
is greater than the lower value. Generally speaking, it means the layout with more wind turbines has better 
fitness than that with less wind turbines. The main object is to acquire the last few fitness values and turbine 
numbers. According to this figure, for this scenario the best wind turbine numbers are 32, 31, 30, and the last 
number has the best fitness. 
When wind turbines are positioned by altering the X or Y coordination, the least two wind turbine spacing 
requirements should be meet at the same time to avoid the risk of damaging the turbine. Base on this demand, 
only improved wind farm layout under 0°, 5°, 10°, and 15° are analyzed because for the other scenarios, the 
every two wind turbines least spacing can't be assured after the turbines are freely moved. The original layout 
and the relocated layout are as indicated in Figure 3.9. By fixing the Y coordination of each turbine, every two 
wind turbines' distance is guaranteed to be at least 5 diameters. And through varying the X coordination of each 
turbine, the results of wind farm layout with better fitness are obtained. 
 
Figure 3.8 Wind farm turbine number variation with calculated fitness value 
             
                                          (a) 0 degree wind direction                                     (b) 5 degree wind direction      
             
                                         (c) 10 degree wind direction                                      (d) 15 degree wind direction      
Figure 3.9 The original wind farm layout (left half with turbine located at the center of each black marked square) and the relocated 
wind farm layout (right half with the location indicated by turbines) 
The fitness results of improved wind farm layout are shown in Figure 3.10. Each result for the four directions 
is less than that of the original wind farm layout. While we conclude the best wind turbine numbers for various 
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directions in previous discussion, we can see here the improved fitness of suboptimal wind farm layout are 
better than the non-improved fitness of optimal layout. To illustrate with 0° scenario, the best fitness 
is1.545×10-3, and the worst fitness for improved layout is 1.527×10-3, which is better than the former result. 
Plus, the best wind turbine number based on the previous results isn't necessarily meant to be the best number 
from the results of improved wind farm layout. We can see that wind turbine number of 30 is the best for 0° and 
5° scenario from previous results, however, 32 and 31 are the best for improved layout. The pattern of improved 
fitness variations is similar to the previous one. The 15° scenario has the least fitness value, and 10° comes to be 
the second least, followed by 0° and 5°. So based on these results, we conclude that the continuous positioning 
of wind turbine have more influences on improving the whole wind farm fitness, compared with the number of 
wind turbines in the wind farm. 
 
Figure 3.10 Fitness of improved wind farm layout for different wind turbine number 
3.4 Decision-making Based on the Different Land-owner Participations 
As discussed in the encoding part, only one unavailable land plot scenario is considered in this part. Figure 3.11 
shows the optimal wind farm layout under various wind directions. The indifferent plots are diverse as the wind 
direction varies. The 1st one is insignificant only in the direction of 20 degree, while the 2nd one is for most 
wind directions. The 3rd and 4th are both insignificant under two wind directions, and they are first two 0°, 5° 
and the last two 40° and 45°. Moreover, under these directions the whole layouts are extremely symmetric, 
especially for 45°. And for 20° to 30°, the layouts either align with the row direction, or align with the column 
direction. And most of the layouts are similar to those without any unavailability, except that for 0° there are 
four columns of turbines rather than the previous three columns, and there is no ladder pattern distribution of 
wind turbines at the center for 45° wind direction layout. 
 
            (a) 0 degree                      (b) 5 degree                     (c) 10 degree                        (d) 15 degree                     (e) 20 degree 
 
             (f) 25 degree                    (g) 30 degree                   (h) 35 degree                      (i) 40 degree                       (j) 45 degree 
Figure 3.11 Optimal wind farm layout under different wind directions with one unavailable land area (the plot with bold number 
refers to the unavailable plot) 
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Wind farm performance under various wind directions are as indicated in Table 3.2. It is obvious that it has 
the least fitness values between 20° to 30°, just the same as the previous all-available plot scenarios. In the few 
points of wind direction, the total numbers are the least and it begins to go up after 5°. As the wind direction 
exceeds 20°, the total turbines are constant 39 until it come to be 35°. After that point, the turbine numbers 
decline slightly to be 37. For the fitness values, it basically has the similar patterns as the previous ones. In the 
few initial wind directions, the fitness values are largest, and it begins to decline to reach the least value in 20°. 
After that point, it gradually increases and then slightly decreases to reach locally least value in 45°. One 
particular phenomena that is unlike the previous result is that the farm efficiency keeps rising from the 
beginning until it reaches the best largest efficiency point in 20°, it doesn't have the behavior of initial 
decreasing and then increases. The possible reason is that the turbine number is 32 and it differs from previous 
30 in 0°, so the farm efficiency is also less than that of 5°. 
Table 3.2 Wind farm performances for 12 m/s wind speed under various wind directions 
Wind 
direction 
Land plot Total turbines Fitness value Farm power Farm efficiency 
0 3 32 0.001626 13582.57 0.87337 
5 3 30 0.001637 12862.87 0.88617 
10 2 34 0.001537 15394.35 0.89988 
15 2 36 0.001435 17228.13 0.94952 
20 1 39 0.001376 19561.75 0.96756 
25 2 39 0.001399 18844.73 0.95662 
30 2 39 0.001403 18785.9 0.95364 
35 2 39 0.001456 18107.41 0.9192 
40 4 37 0.001467 16481.5 0.93509 
45 4 37 0.001446 16720.62 0.94866 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Illustration of two turbine position scenarios with single wake (wind turbineⅠis not located in the wake of upstream 
turbine; wind turbineⅡis fully located in the wake of upstream turbine; turbine Ⅲ is partially located in the wake of upstream 
turbine) 
 
Figure 3.13 Wake area of a single wake effect between the upstream rotor wake and a downstream rotor (left circle and right with 
dashed line indicate the critical cases for locating in the full wake and in no wake of upstream wind turbine, respectively) 
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 Figure 3.14 Illustration of multi turbine position scenario with multiple wake effects (wind turbineⅠis located in neither wake of 
upstream turbines; wind turbineⅡis located in partial wake of one and in no wake of the other; wind turbine Ⅲ is located in full 
wake of one and in no wake of the other; wind turbine Ⅳ is located in full wake of one and in partial wake of the other; wind 
turbine Ⅴ is located in full wake of both turbines; wind turbine Ⅵ is located in partial wake of both turbines) 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, three encoding methods of the binary genetic algorithm are introduced to study the wind farm 
design problem. In this paper, only wind directions from 0° to 45° were considered, the results are sufficient to 
indicate that these few different encoding methods are eligible to be applied for designing the wind farm. 
Moreover, they are not limited to BGA, and other binary stochastic algorithms are also qualified to be combined 
with these methods. 
With the first encoding method, the optimal wind turbine number and preliminary wind turbine layout are 
confirmed under various wind direction. It shows that it has the best wind farm performance with least fitness 
values, highest wind farm power, and best wind farm efficiency.  Based on the result, the second method is 
applied to relocate the wind turbine position along X axis or Y axis. It turns out that the wind turbine number 
with the best fitness in method 1 doesn't necessarily mean to be the best after it is relocated. And it ends up all 
the fitness of improve layouts are better that the previous one. For the last encoding, the unavailable plots under 
various wind directions are obtained. Basically, it has the similar variation pattern of fitness to the previous one, 
except that in 0° the best wind turbine is 32 rather than 30 for the previous result, and it causes the efficiency is 
less than that in 5°. 
Appendix 1 
A. single wake effect scenario and velocity deficit calculation 
For two wind turbines in a wind farm, there are three different scenarios according to the wake effect between 
these two turbines, as indicated in Figure 3.12. Based on the wake diameter at the downstream rotor position D, 
and the distance L parallel to the wind direction, the wake relationships between the two turbines can be 
confirmed. As in Figure 3.13, the dashed circles are the critical situations that the downstream rotor is fully 
inside the wake and not inside the wake. The larger solid circle is the upstream turbine wake and the smaller one 
is downstream rotor. The shadow area is the partial wake area. It can be calculated according to the 
mathematical formula, based on the wake diameter, turbine diameter and the distance between the two turbines 
perpendicular to the wind direction (refer to [11]). For the detailed velocity deficit calculation, [3] is referred as 
the reference paper to acquire the downstream velocity of different scenarios. 
B. multiple wake effects and velocity deficit calculation 
Figure 3.14 shows two upstream wind turbines, and two wake effects scenario for the downstream rotor. There 
are basically six different positions under this condition. To obtain the down wind velocity, the deficit of an 
equivalent velocity can be combined through the quadratic sum of all velocity deficits by both separated 
upstream turbines. Based on the method of three wind turbines scenario, other multiple wake effects scenario 
and its wind velocity calculation can also be acquired. The essence is for the whole wind farm deficits, we 
consider only one wind turbine at a time as the object to study its position with others. Based on the single wake 
calculation, if it is in no wake of another turbine, then the velocity deficit is zero; if it is in partial wake of 
another turbine, then the partial wake velocity calculation is implemented; if it is in full wake of another turbine, 
full wake is applied. For one object, consider its relationships with the rest turbines in the wind farm, and then 
its power is calculated. After that, the same procedure is carried out for the second turbine, then to the third, 
until the last wind turbine. So the whole farm power output is the sum of every single wind turbine power. 
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